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DAY 1 - APRIL 26TH

13:00 - 13:30  LUNCH BREAK

08:30 - 12:45 - Virtual Reality Workshop with AV

08:30 - 12:45 - Wilderness Workshop 

13:30 - 16:00  - Interactive Sim Scenarios 

08:15 - Welcome Presentation

07:30 - 08:00 - Registration Open 



D A Y  1  -  A P R I L  2 6 T HD A Y  1  -  A P R I L  2 6 T H -
W O R K S H O P S

WILDERNESS
WORKSHOP
 
 

A hands on, exciting

workshop bringing you

practical medical skills for

the wilderness environment.

Learn to adapt to your

environment and make do

with resources at hand – and

our presenters are experts

in it!

08:30 - 10:30 AM

or

10:45 - 12:45 PM

Presented by
Kerryn Wratt,

Adam Kershaw &
Jason Tosch 



D A Y  1  -  A P R I L  2 6 T H -
W O R K S H O P S

VIRTUAL
REALITY (VR)
WORKSHOP
WITH
AMBULANCE
VICTORIA (AV)

Occupational Violence Cultural

Change. Many paramedics

accepted occupational

violence as just “part of the

job” which was not in line with

community and management

expectations at Ambulance

Victoria. The workshop will

cover the research,

development and delivery of

an award winning cultural

change program to address

occupational violence.

Participants will also have the

opportunity to review one of

the occupational violence

virtual reality scenarios.

08:30 - 10:30 AM

or

10:45 - 12:45 PM



D A Y  2  -  A P R I L  2 7 T H

09:30 - 10:00 - ALAN EADE - THE CHALLENGE OF
SUBSTANCE USE

09:00 - 09:30 - TONY WALKER & BRUCE - MENTAL
HEALTH AT AV AND THE PEER SUPPORT PROGRAMME

10: 45 - 11:15  - MATTHEW SHEPHERD - READING ECG'S

10:30 - 10:45 MORNING TEA BREAK 

10:00 - 10:30  - JASON TOSCH - KETAMINE AND ITS
SAFE USE

11:15 - 12:00 - END OF LIFE CARE (PALLIATIVE CARE
TEAM PANEL INTERVIEW)

12:00 - 12:45  LUNCH BREAK

13:00 - 13:30 - MATTHEW ROSE - HIGH PERFOMANCE
CPR (HP - CPR)

13:30 - 14:00 - HENRY ZHAO - MOBILE STROKE UNIT

14:00 - 14:30 - ROSS SALATHIEL - BEST CARE - THE
ROLE WE ALL MUST PLAY IN PT SAFETY

14:30 - 15:00 -AFTERNOON TEA BREAK 

15:15 - 15:45 - TIM DRUCE - THE WHOLE WORLD
SHOULDN'T HURT

15:45  - 16:00 - INTERVIEW PANEL

08:30 - 09:30  - MEET AND GREET BRUCE



Speaker's Bio

TONY WALKER
 

 

Tony Walker ASM is Chief Executive Officer of Ambulance Victoria. He has is
Registered Paramedic with over three decades experience working in a range

of senior clinical, operational and leadership roles within the ambulance
sector.  Over past four years Tony has led significant transformation at

Ambulance Victoria to improve the health and wellbeing of their workforce and
the response they provide to the community.  Tony holds an adjunct

appointment as Associate Professor in the College of Health and Biomedicine
at Victoria University and is a Fellow of Paramedics Australasia and a Board
Director of the Emergency Services Foundation, the Australasian Council of

Ambulance Authorities and the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia.
Paramedics face obvious and unique mental health challenges in addition to

the rewards that come with their role in the community. Unsurprisingly the
incidence of mental health problems amongst emergency services workers is

considerably higher than in other professions and for too long we had
accepted that injury, including psychological injury, was just part of the job.  In

this presentation Tony will discuss some of the factors impacting on mental
health and the reforms undertaken at AV to improve the mental health and

wellbeing of their staff and volunteers, including the Australian first ambulance
Peer Support dog program.



ALAN EADE
 

 

Associate Professor Alan Eade is the Chief Paramedic Officer based at Safer
Care Victoria. Whilst he is the senior professional voice for government, he is

also part of the chief clinical officers leading quality and safety activities across
the health system. Alan was an active proponent of registration and has a

passion for the profession and its advancement across the spectrum of
healthcare. His professional interest is around substance use and the

provision of person centred out of hospital care. He speaks passionately about
caring for people in crisis and the extension of care beyond the clinical
guidelines to also factoring in the emotional and psychosocial impacts.

Current research projects include; use of snake antivenom and familiarity with
guidelines for care, and drug-induced hyperthermia (serotonin syndrome) at
festival events. As well as working part-time as an intensive care paramedic

with Ambulance Victoria, Alan is also a registered nurse, and volunteers as an
intensive care paramedic with St John Ambulance Australia. Alan holds an

adjunct Associate Professor appointment at Monash University, is a Fellow of
Paramedics Australasia, and received the Ambulance Service Medal (2009)
for his work around substance use and education of clinicians about acute

management of substance use harms.

JASON TOSCH
 

 

Jason Tosch is Paramedic with Ambulance Victoria (AV) and has been
working with AV since 2007. He started as a Community Officer Volunteer in

country Victoria before completing the Bachelor degree and beginning his
career as a Paramedic in 2011. He completed the Graduate Diploma in

Intensive Care Paramedic in 2018. He has a special interest in wilderness and
remote area medicine and is an instructor in Advanced Wilderness Life
Support. He is presenting a case study of his first use of Ketamine for

analgesia, with some tips and traps for safe use of medications.



MATTHEW SHEPHERD
 

 

Matt began his career working as a Registered Nurse, completing a Graduate
Diploma in Emergency Nursing at Monash before moving his career to

Ambulance in 1999.
 Since that time Matt has had a steady progression through many positions

within Ambulance Victoria (AV).  2003 Matt completed his Graduate Diploma
in Intensive Care and began working as a MICA Paramedic for AV.  Since

then, Matt has worked as a Clinical instructor, Clinical Support Officer and in
2009 completed his Graduate Certificate in Aeromedical Retrieval before

commencing work at Air Ambulance Victoria (AAV) as an Intensive Care Flight
Paramedic. 

 Matt shares his time between AAV and Monash University where he teaches
to both Undergraduate and Post Graduate students and is a Unit coordinator

for a subject within the Aero Medical Course.
 More recently Matt has developed an interest in research and has been co-

author on a couple of papers that have recently been published.
 Matt has been teaching ECG's since his nursing days and enjoys cementing

the basics that we all need to know when recording and reading ECG's

MATTHEW ROSE
 

 

 
 Matt is an Advanced Life Support Paramedic at Ambulance Victoria. He has

significant experience working in education from Clinical Instructor to
University Lecturer in Paramedicine. Ambulance Victoria have appointed Matt

as Resuscitation Officer where his role oversees initiatives designed to
improve outcomes for Victorian’s suffering from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.

Matt has recently coordinated the design and implementation of the high-
performance CPR model within Ambulance Victoria. Matt will discuss cardiac
arrest, high-performance CPR and other initiatives to improve survival from

out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.



HENRY ZHAO
 

 

 
Dr Henry Zhao is a consultant stroke neurologist at the Royal Melbourne

Hospital and Ambulance Victoria (Victorian Stroke Telemedicine) and clinical
coordinator of the Melbourne Mobile Stroke Unit. Dr Zhao is the principal
investigator of the ACT-FAST prehospital paramedic triage algorithm for
endovascular thrombectomy, and the STOP-MSU trial, the world's first

haemostasis trial in hyperacute intracranial haemorrhage in a mobile stroke
unit.

ROSS SALATHIEL
 

 

 
Ross Salathiel ASM is a Mobile Intensive Care Paramedic currently working in
one of the newly created Paramedic Community Support Coordinator roles for

Ambulance Victoria. Ross has extensive pre hospital experience having
commenced as an Ambulance Community Officer more than 15 years ago. 

 
 Ross's experience with AV has seen him work operationally as an ALS and
then MICA Paramedic before moving into a Clinical Support Officer role in

Gippsland for a number of years. Ross has been widely involved in the
development and implementation of Pre Hospital Thrombolysis and the

'GippSIM' Mobile Simulation vehicle concept and has a passion for equitable
access to healthcare and patient safety. Ross is a member of the VACAR

steering committee, Gippsland Regional Best Care committee and AV Safe
Care Committee.   

 
Aside of his roles within AV, Ross is also a Post Graduate unit Coordinator for
the Monash University masters program (cardiology unit) and is a member of

Safer Care Victoria (SCV) Victorian Clinical Council. Ross has undertaken
training in the SCV Root Cause Analysis methodology and is an approved
member of the SCV 'Peer Team' which are available to assist other health

agencies with clinical review and investigation.    
 

Ross will discuss the importance of communication and teamwork in ensuring
safest and best care for our patients and their families.



MARK BOUGHEY
 

 

TIM DRUCE 
 

 

Tim originally studied a dual Bachelors Degree in Paramedicine / Nursing,
working in Paediatric Emergency and Paediatric Intensive Care nursing and

as a Clinical Nurse Consultant prior to joining the Department of Health &
Human Services – Child Protection as a divisional Practice Lead.

Tim has professional interests in adolescent health, forensic interviewing of
children, and medical child abuse.

In his presentation, Tim will discuss child abuse and the protection of children
in the pre-hospital setting and within paramedic practice.

 

A/Prof Mark Boughey is the Director of Palliative Medicine at St Vincent’s
Hospital and Co-Deputy Director of the Centre for Palliative Care.  He is also
Chair & Clinical Lead for Safer Care Victoria’s Palliative Care Clinical Network

and sits on Clinical Council of Victoria.  He is especially interested in the
promotion and incorporation of palliative care principles and practices across
all illness/disease trajectories working through the many levels of government
and health care network strategic planning and policy development through to
on the ground curriculum development, training and teaching. This is reflected

in his work to be of influence on key platforms & organizations within the
Australian healthcare system. He particularly enjoys his work with education
and program implementation as well as service development initiatives within

Australia’s indigenous communities
 



ON BEHALF OF STUDENT
PARAMEDICS
AUSTRALASIA WE WOULD
LIKE TO THANK
AMBULANCE VICTORIA
(GOLD SPONSORS) FOR
THE CONSTANT SUPPORT
AND MONASH UNIVERSITY
FOR PROVIDING US WITH
THE VENUE. THIS EVENT
WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
POSSIBLE WITHOUT THEIR
SUPPORT
SPA


